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Hi Karen,
Dougal is a 7 yr old WB x TB. Coming into last winter he lost a lot of
weight due to spending some time living on his own as well as it being
our first winter together and me getting to know his dietary needs.
After much consultation with many feed companies I changes his diet
to include conditioning, but low starch feeds. I was also prompted by
my new livery, who was using Ruggle-it Oil and Shampoo on her old
boy, to supplement Dougal's diet with Protexin, so that he was getting the
most from his food, as well as to help sooth his Digestive system and
improve his poo's.
We both started the supplement at the same time, her for different
reasons to mine, and we were both so impressed with the results.
Dougal's poo's became much bigger as well as not so hard, he was
doing fewer through the night as well. He calmed
down as well, even though he is a laid back chap, I
noticed that he moved less in the field and did not
pace the fence line as much (he had done this since I
bought him and can still do it now but I observe it
much less). His weight gain was impressive as well
and his top line dramatically improving, especially
helped with a strict schooling, lunging and fittening
regime.
He is now getting ready for a season of eventing, has
done two intro's already, as well as Dressage, SJ,
hunter trails and RC teams over the winter and early
spring. Protexin gives me the confidence to know that
he is getting all he can from the food I give him, as
well as knowing that his immune system is in top condition [by ensuring best possible gut bacteria

levels “good-to-bad-ratios”, which in turn run c70% of an immune system], so his recovery after a
competition is quicker and his muscle tone and overall condition and his coat are all as healthy as can be.
His feet were also not in very good condition when I bought him and I also know that Protexin has
helped his horn growth to become consistent as well as stronger, I have seen a dramatic improvement in
his feet since I started using Protexin and so has my farrier.
His breeding also makes him potentially prone to gastric ulcers [stomach issues](Sports horse), and
feeding him Protexin gives me the confidence that the risk is kept to a minimum. When I can forsee
times of stress I give him two scoops a day (instead of his usual one), in preperation, so that he looses
minimal weight and copes better with the situation. I am really pleased with this supplement, and it is
so easy to feed, even Dougal likes it and he can turn his nose up at slightly floppy carrots, and it is
relatively cheap for all the benefits it does.
Sammi

Many thanks to Miss Samara Jacobs from Berkshire for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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